Chamilo LMS - Bug #8124

Hotspot Delineation question type is broken

04/03/2016 23:03 - Angel Quiroz

Status: Bug resolved
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Angel Quiroz
Category: Exercises
Target version: 1.10.4
Complexity: Normal
Start date: 04/03/2016
Due date: 
% Done: 100%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Spent time: 0.00 hour
SCRUM pts - complexity:

Description

Now appear a few of E_NOTICE when you trying create a question (and add areas at risk)

Associated revisions

Revision b507335e - 07/03/2016 17:50 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Fix hotspot delineation question type - refs #8124

Revision 701d7fa5 - 07/03/2016 17:52 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Fix hotspot delineation question type - refs #8124

Revision cf68ce11 - 07/03/2016 17:53 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Fix hotspot delineation question type - refs #8124

Revision 5e25f1d7 - 09/03/2016 16:47 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Remove E_NOTICE when resolving the hotspot delineation question - refs #8124

Revision b22e5a4b - 09/03/2016 17:05 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Remove E_NOTICE when resolving the hotspot delineation question - refs #8124

Revision 7e2e5596 - 09/03/2016 17:37 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Remove E_NOTICE when resolving the hotspot delineation question - refs #8124

History

#1 - 06/03/2016 23:22 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from New to Assigned
- Priority changed from Normal to High

#2 - 07/03/2016 17:56 - Angel Quiroz
Fixed b507335

#3 - 07/03/2016 17:57 - Angel Quiroz
- Status changed from Assigned to Needs testing
- Assignee deleted (Angel Quiroz)
- % Done changed from 0 to 80

#4 - 08/03/2016 23:00 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from Needs testing to Assigned
- Assignee set to Angel Quiroz
- Priority changed from High to Normal

Working for me, but when notice-level messages are enabled, this comes out in the feedback modal:
( ! ) Notice: Undefined index: exerciseResult in /var/www/chamilo110x/main/exercice/exercise_submit_modal.php on line 30
Call Stack

1. Time Memory Function Location
   1 0.0000 240128 [main]() .../exercise_submit_modal.php:0

( ! ) Notice: Undefined index: newquestionList in /var/www/chamilo110x/main/exercice/exercise_submit_modal.php on line 54
Call Stack

1. Time Memory Function Location
   1 0.0000 240128 [main]() .../exercise_submit_modal.php:0

( ! ) Notice: Undefined offset: 1 in /var/www/chamilo110x/main/inc/lib/geometry.lib.php on line 192
Call Stack

1. Time Memory Function Location
   1 0.0000 240128 [main]() .../exercise_submit_modal.php:0
   2 0.1379 6560464 poly_compile() .../exercise_submit_modal.php:268

( ! ) Notice: Undefined offset: 3 in /var/www/chamilo110x/main/inc/lib/geometry.lib.php on line 192
Call Stack

1. Time Memory Function Location
   1 0.0000 240128 [main]() .../exercise_submit_modal.php:0
   2 0.1379 6560464 poly_compile() .../exercise_submit_modal.php:268

( ! ) Notice: Undefined offset: 1 in /var/www/chamilo110x/main/inc/lib/geometry.lib.php on line 192
Call Stack

1. Time Memory Function Location
   1 0.0000 240128 [main]() .../exercise_submit_modal.php:0
   2 0.1566 10013944 poly_compile() .../exercise_submit_modal.php:269

( ! ) Notice: Undefined offset: 1 in /var/www/chamilo110x/main/inc/lib/geometry.lib.php on line 192
Call Stack

1. Time Memory Function Location
   1 0.0000 240128 [main]() .../exercise_submit_modal.php:0
   2 0.1994 13450552 poly_compile() .../exercise_submit_modal.php:268

( ! ) Notice: Undefined offset: 3 in /var/www/chamilo110x/main/inc/lib/geometry.lib.php on line 192
Call Stack

1. Time Memory Function Location
   1 0.0000 240128 [main]() .../exercise_submit_modal.php:0
   2 0.1994 13450552 poly_compile() .../exercise_submit_modal.php:268

( ! ) Notice: Undefined offset: 1 in /var/www/chamilo110x/main/inc/lib/geometry.lib.php on line 192
Call Stack

1. Time Memory Function Location
   1 0.0000 240128 [main]() .../exercise_submit_modal.php:0
   2 0.2188 13450568 poly_compile() .../exercise_submit_modal.php:269

( ! ) Notice: Undefined variable: try_hotspot in /var/www/chamilo110x/main/exercice/exercise_submit_modal.php on line 479
Call Stack

1. Time Memory Function Location
   1 0.0000 240128 [main]() .../exercise_submit_modal.php:0

( ! ) Notice: Undefined variable: lp_hotspot in /var/www/chamilo110x/main/exercice/exercise_submit_modal.php on line 480
Call Stack

1. Time Memory Function Location
   1 0.0000 240128 [main]() .../exercise_submit_modal.php:0

( ! ) Notice: Undefined variable: select_question_hotspot in /var/www/chamilo110x/main/exercice/exercise_submit_modal.php on line 481
Call Stack

1. Time Memory Function Location
   1 0.0000 240128 [main]() .../exercise_submit_modal.php:0

( ! ) Notice: Undefined variable: url_hotspot in /var/www/chamilo110x/main/exercice/exercise_submit_modal.php on line 482
Call Stack

17/03/2022
(and then I get the right result)

Please check it.

**#5 - 09/03/2016 16:45 - Angel Quiroz**
- Status changed from Assigned to Needs testing
- Assignee deleted (Angel Quiroz)

Fixed
5e25f1d

**#6 - 09/03/2016 17:45 - Yannick Warnier**
- Status changed from Needs testing to Bug resolved
- Assignee set to Angel Quiroz
- % Done changed from 80 to 100

Tested and approved.